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5.7.3 Phase separation



immiscibility below the liquidus
⇒ decomposition into metastable liquid           

“Phase separation in glass” ed. by Mazurin and Porai-Koshits (1984)

Tc : critical temperature 
Tb : binodal curve 
Ts : spinodal curve

immiscibility above the liquidus
⇒ decomposition into stable liquid

Metastable immiscibilityStable immiscibility
* Miscibility gaps in phase separating system

Annealing of Bulk Metallic Glasses: SR → SCLR (& PS) → Crystallization

5.7.3 Phase separation



Alloy design considering heat of mixing relation 
among constituent elements

Equilibrium condition
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creates (meta)stable miscibility gap 
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Phase separation to A-rich & B-rich phase

Different two-phase structure 
by initial composition before phase separation

(a) Positive heat of mixing relation among constituent elements

Nucleation and growth  ↔ Spinodal decomposition without any barrier to the nucleation process





Effect of element with positive enthalpy of mixing 
among constituent elements
atomic scale heterogeneity

a. Alloy design
1) quenched in quasi-nuclei in BMG
2) minor addition of elements having

large difference of enthalpy of mixing
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Enhancement of plasticity in BMGs

100 nm

b. effect of atomic scale heterogeneity
= multiple shear band formation

Phase separating metallic glasses

Unique properties



Particles prepared by dealloying Gd27.5Ti27.5Al25Co20 ribbon sample 

20x speed video from SEM imaging (15kV, Tilt angle : 2◦) 



5.7.4 Crystallization: Tx ~ kinetic temperature, depends on the heating rate 

( )nktf −−= exp1
k: 온도에 민감 f(I, v)
n:  1  ~  4 (depend on nucleation mechanism)

Growth controlled. Nucleation-controlled.

n value is not constant, but is 
increasing continuously from 3.0 to 3.7 
with increasing Ta. 

- The nature of the crystalline phase produced on long time annealing was different 
depending on whether the annealing temperature was below Tg or above Tg.

→ In the glass state, the number of crystalline nuclei is constant, while in the 
supercooled liquid state, the nucleation rate is constant. In both the cases, the crystal 
nuclei grow through an interfacial reaction controlling process. 

n value of near 4 at temp. 
above Tg suggested that the 
nucleation rate had a 
distinct temp. dependence.

5.7. Annealing of Bulk Metallic Glasses: SR → SCLR (& PS) → Crystallization





* Non-Arrehenius-type thermal activation process: The activation energy was 
calculated to change from 400 kJ/mol in the glassy solid to 260 kJ/mol in the supercooled 
liquid state for the nucleation of the Zr2Cu and ZrAl phases, and from 370 kJ/mol in the 
glassy solid to 230 kJ/mol in the supercooled liquid state for crystallization.



* The peak temperatures for nucleation and growth are well separated for glassy 
alloys exhibiting a significant width of the supercooled liquid region (ΔTx), 
where as for glassy alloys that do not show a Tg, these two peak temperatures 
overlap. This difference is expected to reflect in the nature of the crystallized 
product obtained from the supercooled liquid region. Accordingly, the crystallized 
structure was examined as a function of the heating rate.  

* In Zr65Al7.5Cu27.5 with large ΔTx, the contribution to the growth rate increases with 
increasing heating rate as compared with the contribution to the nucleation rate.  
However, no significant change in the grain size of the Zr2Cu phase with heating rate is 
seen for the Zr67Cu33 alloy with the much smaller ΔTx.

→ Thus, the increase in the contribution to the growth rate with increasing 
heating rate becomes significant at temperatures just below Tx in the wide 
supercooled liquid region.  

• Annealed for 1020s  (17min) at 693K (above Tg): BCT Zr2Cu phase precipitated 
in SCLR/ dendritic morphology with a preferential growth direction, indicating that 
the redistribution of the constituent elements at the liquid-solid interface was 
necessary for the growth of the crystalline phase.

• Annealed for 780 ks (9 days) at 613 K (below Tg): Zr2Cu phase precipitated in 
the glassy solid/ a nearly spherical morphology with rather smooth interface, 
suggesting that the growth of the Zr2Cu phase took place in the absence of significant 
redistribution of the constituent elements at the interface between Zr2Cu and the 
glassy phases/ more homogeneous distribution of Zr2Cu

* The structure and morphology of the crystallized phases also appear to be a 
function of the Al content in the alloy.



5.8 Effect of Environment: especially in the case of reactive glasses, for 
example, those based on Zr and Fe. 

• In Fe77Gd3B20 ribbon, the significant difference in the crystallization behavior was 
attributed to surface oxidation, which reduces their thermal stability.

• In Zr41Ti14Cu12.5Ni10Be22.5, the crystallization of the glassy phase started earlier 
with decreasing air pressure during annealing due to deeper oxygen penetration 
at low pressure./ Oxygen is know to speed up the crystallization process by 
promoting extra heterogeneous sites for nucleation.  When the oxygen pressure 
was low , the thickness of the surface oxide layer was small and therefore more 
oxygen could diffuse inside and accelerate the crystallization process.                      
→ The crystallization kinetics were faster at low partial pressure of oxygen.

• The presence of oxygen in the alloys has a significant effect on the nature of 
the phases formed after quenching and also those formed on crystallization. 
Therefore, it is essential that the alloys are clean and devoid of impurities, 
especially in active metals. Otherwise comparison between results by different 
investigators becomes difficult. 



5.9 Effect of Pressure during Annealing
- hot pressing, hot extrusion, hot isostatic pressing, and other recently 

developed methods such as spark plasma sintering
- becomes useful to evaluate the thermal stability of glasses when exposed 
to high pressures

- critical for optimizing the consolidation process parameter or deforming in
the supercooled liquid region

* Four different effects of pressure during annealing









-- +

+
Whether increasing pressure promotes or retards 
crystallization is determined by the magnitudes of 
the two terms.
Ex) polymorphous mode→no atomic redistribution →
always promotes crystallization



Homework:

Summary (page 265 – page 360)

Chapter 6_Physical Properties & Chapter 7_Corrosion Behavior
density, thermal expansion, 

diffusion, electrical resistivity

specific heat, viscosity

You should submit your summary until 24 December. 



Deformation behavior: crystalline VS. amorphous
shear τ

Crystalline

increase free volume (dilatation)

constant volume

Amorphous

ordered structure

random structure

“Incrementally breaking bonds”

Has relatively low strength, performs work hardening

Slip plane + Slip direction = Slip system
(preferred crystallographic planes and directions)

Dislocation motion in crystalline metal

Amorphous metal do not have slip system.

How to deform ?

Dislocations

shear τ



High fracture strength over 5 GPa in Fe-based BMGs
A.L. Greer, E. Ma, MRS Bulletin, 2007; 32: 612.

20ESPark Research Group

a) High strength of Bulk Metallic Glasses
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2) Large elastic strain limit of BMGs



: Metallic Glasses Offer a Unique Combination of High Strength and High  Elastic Limit

* BMGs with high strength & high elastic limit



Drawback of BMGs as a Structural Materials
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Limited plasticity by shear softening and shear band 



• Low temp. (<0.5Tg)/ high stress
• Localized shear band/ 45° to the 

loading axis
• Strain softening: deformed at lower 

stress and higher rate

Deformation behavior
of Metallic glass

Homogeneous
Deformation

Inhomogeneous
Deformation

Catastrophically Failure

• high temp. (>0.7Tg) and in the SCLR/ 
high strain rate

• Viscous flow → significant plasticity
: achieve net-shape forming capability

• Newtonian (high temp. & low stress) vs non-
Newtonian (high temp. & applied stress) : 
associated with the precipitation of nanocrystals

Homogeneous deformation



Footprints in sand. 
Water quickly disappears underneath

Elementary flow events in metallic glasses

Shear bands form by accumulation 
of defects during deformation.



Effect of local favored structure on SB nucleation
Ni60Nb40: fully amorphous phase

100 μm

S=0.016 mm/sec 



Formation of multiple shear bands during deformation

28



Multiple shear bands = Multiple shear planes



Formation of shear bands : variation of free volume

200 nm~ 20 nm

clear boundary between
undeformed matrix and
shear bands

~ 20 nm

HRTEM image of a shear band

Shear deformed areas with the same composition & different density of free volume

Shear bands form by accumulation of defects during deformation.
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Shear band nucleation and propagation: strain softening

Formation of multiple shear bands in an Ni50Pd30P20
BMG specimen subjected to compression testing.

K. Wang et al. / Acta Mater. 56 (2008) 2834.

Fracture plane 200 μm

100 μm

Shear band formation and propagation in the ribbon bending test

Plastic deformation of metallic glass

controlled by shear band behavior Nucleation & Propagation

Excess volume Connect to form a shear band

Plastic strain localized into these shear bands

Elastic energy rises local temperature

Decrease in the viscosity Shear softening

Catastrophic failure

Enhancement of ductility Increase of the shear band density



SB nucleation and propagation : Multiple serrations, 
observed only at slow strain rates → temperature rise



SB nucleation and propagation : Multiple serrations
→ temperature rise



Serrated flow is also observed during nano-indentation, 
but only at “slow loading rates”. Activation of each individual shear band is 

associated with the occurrence of a discrete “pop-in” event (sudden rise in load).
High loading rate → multiple shear bands → smooth load-displacement curve



8.4 Temperature rise at shear bands
Most of the plastic strain is localized in narrow shear bands, which form approximately on the  

planes of maximum resolved shear stress. The inhomogeneous flow in metallic glasses appears 
to be related to a local decrease in the viscosity in shear bands. One of the reasons suggested for 
this was the local adiabatic heating that could lead to a substantial increase in the temperature.



8.4 Temperature rise at shear bands
Most of the plastic strain is localized in narrow shear bands, which form approximately on the  

planes of maximum resolved shear stress. The inhomogeneous flow in metallic glasses appears 
to be related to a local decrease in the viscosity in shear bands. One of the reasons suggested for 
this was the local adiabatic heating that could lead to a substantial increase in the temperature.
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